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In this paper aspects related to handling of intraday imbalances for hydro and wind power are addressed.
The definition of imbalance cost is established and used to describe the potential benefits of shifting from
plant-specific schedules to a common load requirement for wind and hydropower units in the same price
area. The Nordpool intraday pay-as-bid market has been the basis for evaluation of imbalances, and some
main characteristics for this market has been described. We consider how internal handling of com-
plementary imbalances within the same river system with high inflow uncertainty and constrained
reservoirs can reduce volatility in short-term marginal cost and risk compared to trading in the intraday
market. We have also shown that the imbalance cost for a power producer with both wind and hy-
dropower assets can be reduced by internal balancing in combination with sales and purchase in a pay-
as-bid intraday market.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

With the increasing penetration of wind in the European mar-
ket, power producers are to a larger extent managing combined
portfolios of wind- and hydropower. In this context it is interesting
to evaluate the value of internal coordination for planning and
balancing of combined portfolios owned or operated by the same
company.

Basic economic theory suggests that as long as all market actors
bid production at marginal cost, the optimal balance of consump-
tion and production will be established in the market. This further
implies that there should be none or limited need for internal
balancing of production within a company, and that all power
plants should bid their marginal cost of production individually.
The concept can be exemplified with a company owning two
plants. If one plant ends up with an expected imbalance caused by
wind power production below the original prediction, there is no
need to compensate by changing production in another plant as
. Riddervold), Ellen.Aasgard@
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long as the expected imbalance volume can be bought or sold at
lower cost in the market. If it by chance should be the internal plant
who provides the least costly solution, this would anyhow be found
as long as this production is provided to the marketplace.

However, there are several challenges that might hinder a
company managing several production units to find the optimal
solution by only interacting with an external market. These chal-
lenges can be:

� Limited liquidity and large spreads discouraging market
participation

� Interacting with a pay-as-bid versus a marginal cost market
which has been a historic reference for many power producers

� Real-time pricing and validity of short term marginal costs of
hydropower

� Establishing marginal-/opportunity cost for wind as basis for
pricing in the intraday market

� Time for placement of bids with continuously shifting market
prices, volumes, inflow and wind

� Access to non-public information through observations and
operational data within a portfolio

� Emergence of autonomous trading systems and algorithmic
trading
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� Trading- and imbalance fees associated with market interaction

The development and application of the virtual power plant
(VPP) concept during the last decade shows that it has been a de-
mand in the market for actors willing to take on the role as coor-
dinator or aggregator between distributed energy production and
the market. Several articles have addressed the topic of modelling
VPP’s [1,2], or related concepts of bidding though an external agent
[3]. Even though the concept in this article focus on internal
balancing of wind and hydro, the idea can be just as relevant and
applicable for other combinations of energy sources such as solar
and wind [4]. The complementary nature of different renewable
sources as described in Refs. [5,6] could be important to consider
when evaluating the potential benefits associated with internal
balancing.

In section 2, a description of the market conditions forming the
basis for this analysis are described together with some relevant
market aspects that might influence the choice of whether to
handle imbalance internally or in the market. Further, operational
challenges from the perspective of a power producer managing a
combined portfolio of wind- and hydropower are addressed. In
section 3, a method is proposed for evaluating the benefits of in-
ternal balancing in combination with the intraday market. This
method is applied on a case study in section 4 before arriving at a
conclusion in section 5.

The contribution of this paper is to evaluate if assets in a com-
bined portfolio of wind and-hydropower only should rely on the
market when clearing individual imbalances, or if it is potential
value obtained by internal coordination in addition to interaction
with an intraday pay-as-bid market. The topic is evaluated quali-
tatively with focus on some identified market and operational
challenges, as well as quantitatively with case studies for an actor
managing wind- and hydropower assets.

2. Problem description

The topic of balancing wind with hydropower has been dis-
cussed in several papers. The theme has been evaluated from a
system point of view where topics related to how large scale
penetration of wind in Europe can be balanced by hydropower
[7e10], but has also been addressed from a portfolio perspective in
Ref. [11]. Aspects related to bidding combined hydro- and wind
generation to the spot markets have been addressed in Ref. [12]. In
Refs. [13,14] optimal bidding- and operation strategies of wind-
hydropower are suggested. Mathematical formulations are pre-
sented for hourly optimisation incorporating the stochastic char-
acteristics for wind power.

The additional contribution in this article is related to value
creation obtained by internal handling of complementary imbal-
ances in a pay-as-bid market with shifting liquidity and bid-ask
spreads. It is primarily addressing the real-time hourly optimisa-
tionwith less uncertainty for wind and hydro production, but at the
same time with more dynamic and comprehensive marginal cost
description for hydropower than presented in previous work. The
proposed method with a common load commitment for a portfolio
ensures optimal allocation of resources and is suited for real-time
automatized load distribution within a portfolio.

2.1. Market

The market framework for this article is a day-ahead centrally
cleared auction where bids are made once a day, followed by
intraday and balancingmarkets where imbalances are cleared, and/
or power producers seek to create additional profits. Focus has been
on the Nordic market, but the market structure resembles that of
676
other liberalized power markets. We assume that power producers
in this study act as price-takers when submitting bids.

2.1.1. Pricing power to balancing and intraday markets
Power producers in liberalized energy markets have a long

tradition for pricing according to marginal cost (opportunity cost)
in the spot and balancing markets. This follows the rationale that
price-takers will maximize their profits by bidding their marginal
cost [15]. These markets are defined as uniform or pay-as-clear
auctions [16]. They have been successfully applied in the Nordic
market for decades together with strict rules against market
manipulation and market surveillance from governmental in-
stitutions. With the introduction of the Nordic intraday market
around at the end of the millennium, power producers where
gradually given the possibility to trade in a pay-as bid market. The
intraday market has been running in parallel with the balancing
market, with traded volumes rapidly increasing in the last few
years (13 TWh 2018, 20 TWh 2019) [17]. Hydropower producers
have been able to choose whether to clear imbalances and trade
available volumes in the intraday or balancing market. Pricing
signals to the two markets have therefore been equal since any
arbitrage between the markets would have been captured by
market actors. Interactions and trade-offs between participation in
the two markets have been investigated in Ref. [18].

New requirements enforcing a stricter balancing responsibility
can gradually force power companies and retailers to better secure
balance of the portfolio before entering into the hour or minute of
operation. This might create a clearer distinction between the two
markets resulting in different pricing regimes. One given by the
value of securing balance or income early in the intradaymarket, as
opposed to a value associated with real time balancing in the
balancing market.

2.1.2. Market liquidity and large spreads
Nordpool defines awell-functioning and competitive day-ahead

power market as a market where electricity is produced at the
lowest possible price for every hour of the day [17]. The Nordpool
day-ahead market is divided into several price areas, but liquidity
in themarket is still sufficient to ensuremarket clearing at all times.
This is however not the case for the intraday market. This is a pay-
as-bid market, and for several of the price-areas, the liquidity had
traditionally been low. This can either be caused by transmission
constraints, volumes allocated to other markets, or simply because
market actors do not consider the value of providing volumes to the
intraday market sufficiently high for participation. As a result of
limited liquidity, the bid-ask spread have in many cases historically
been high. This is a general trend that can be observed for markets
with low liquidity [19]. The result is that there often is a large gap
between the prices that someone is willing to buy for (BID), and the
prices the seller is demanding (ASK). The large gaps might alone
discourage participation from actors accustomed to a pricing
regime based on marginal cost(MC). As long as there exists an
alternative balancingmarket based onMC, this has to a large extent
been preferred, especially by Norwegian hydropower producers.
For companies with a tradition in pricing according to marginal
cost, and strict rules against market manipulation, it might be more
challenging to adjust to a market with a new pricing mechanism
exposed to for instance algorithmic based bidding [20].

2.1.3. Pricing of bids in a pay-as-bid market versus marginal cost
markets

Market structures and auctions in the electricity markets is a
widely discussed topic in energy politics and research [21]. It is not
within the scope of this article to elaborate on the pros and cons in
relation to different market mechanisms. The objective is to
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illustrate how introduction of a pay-as-bid intraday market linked
to a uniform price market (spot and balance) might create chal-
lenges and opportunities for a power company with imbalances,
and how this might effect the choice of whether to clear these
imbalances in amarket or through internal balancing. An important
characteristic of a pay-as-bid market is that volumes are cleared
directly between two market actors. These actors can be located in
different price areas as long as there is available transmission ca-
pacity between them. As an example, a Norwegian hydropower
producer can trade volumes directly with a Germanwind producer.
2.2. Wind- and hydro operations

2.2.1. Managing imbalances in combined portfolios of wind and
hydro

To evaluate the difference between internal or purely marked-
based balancing for a single operator in the intraday market, it is
first necessary to describe the cost associated with imbalances for
wind- and hydro operations.

Imbalance cost. Imbalance cost for wind normally reflects the
cash flow from the clearing of imbalances. In Ref. [22], it has been
demonstrated how average imbalance costs can be calculated ac-
cording to eq. (1) for forecastedwind production traded on the day-
ahead market. cimb is the average specific imbalance cost per MWh
wind power produced in the considered time period, QactðtÞ, and
QforcðtÞ are actual and forecasted wind power generation in the
settlement period, while t and pimbðtÞ is the imbalance clearing
price in t.

cimb ¼ �

PN
t¼1

�
QactðtÞ � QforcðtÞ

�
,pimbðtÞ

PN
t¼1

QactðtÞ
(1)

While eq. (1) can be applied directly in a one-price clearing
system, for a two-price clearing system one has to take into account
the fact that the imbalance price depends on the direction of the
imbalance as shown in eq. (2): where pimb;SBðtÞ is the system buy
price and pimb;SSðtÞ is the system sell price in settlement period t.

pimbðtÞ ¼ pimb;SBðtÞif QactðtÞ<QforcðtÞ
pimbðtÞ ¼ pimb;SSðtÞif QactðtÞ>QforcðtÞ (2)

The method for calculating imbalances can not be seen as iso-
lated from the revenues that are generated in the spot market. Even
though the calculation in eq. (1) generally offers a good estimate for
the imbalance cost when considered over a long time period and
assuming that the accumulated sum of imbalances is zero, it can
give a misleading signal when considering imbalances for a shorter
time horizon and specifically hour by hour. If for instance the actual
production is higher than the forecast for the majority of hours
considered, the imbalance would actually contribute to revenues
rather than cost. This does not reflect the actual cash flows that are
involved.

A better performance measure for evaluating the real imbalance
cost for a shorter time horizon is to apply the concept of “cost of
imperfect forecast” which also is proposed in Ref. [22]. Assuming
that the optimal revenue would be obtained by bidding the actual
production to spot, the hourly cost compared to forecast can be
calculated by eq. (3).

cimp ¼ �
�
QactðtÞ�QforcðtÞ

�
,
�
pimb �pspot

�ðtÞ (3)

And the average cost can be calculated by:
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t
��

,

�
pimb � pspot

��
t
�

PN
t¼1QactðtÞ

(4)

Imbalances can now be calculated by comparing a scenario
where the realised production is sold to spot (best case), against the
actual cost and incomes following from the original sales to the DA
market and sale and income from an intraday balancing market.
Eqs. (3) and (4) will be used as performance measures in our
analysis, but since we are investigating cost in a two-price clearing
system, eq. (2) also applies.

2.2.2. Wind power
Transmission System Operators (TSO) and regulators are

increasingly imposing stricter responsibilities on the market par-
ticipants related to handling expected imbalances prior to the hour
of operation. The term “balancing responsible” is often used [23],
and suppliers of power are obliged to either become a balancing
responsible or enter into an agreement with a participant with
balancing responsibility.

Balancing responsibility for wind power. The power producers can
either be the owners of assets in a combined wind- and hydro
portfolio, or theymight have taken on a balancing responsibility for
parts of the portfolio. By balancing responsible, we mean the actor
who is responsible for submitting daily production plans and
balancing power for predefined groups of power plants to the TSO
[24]. Several new wind development projects in the Nordic region
are financed by investment funds. Theymight be seeking long-term
return on capital but will not bear the risk of high imbalance costs.
This can be solved by selling all future power on a PPA (Power
Purchase Agreement) [25,26] to someone who is willing to take on
that risk. Typically, this will involve an industrial company with a
high power consumption and long term perspective, and a power
producer willing to take on the balancing responsibility. In this
article, it is not distinguished between fully owned assets or assets
that are commercially operated by a power producer even though
there might be reasons given in contracts that require assets within
a portfolio to be managed individually. An example could be that a
wind farm is owned by two parties, but operated by one of the
owners. If it exists an agreement between the owners to share
imbalance cost, allocation of internal coordination benefits be-
tween the two parties must be taken into consideration.

Imbalance cost for wind. Fig. 1 represents 4 h during a day where
the power producer has sold 100 MW for all hours at spot prices
indicated by the blue line. The actual wind production is according
to the dashed blue line. The intraday prices are required to calculate
the imbalance cost, and the bid-ask prices in this simplified
example is assumed to be -þ15% of the spot price. Eq. (4) can
further be used to calculate the average imbalance cost to 0.5 EUR/
MWh.

2.2.3. Hydropower
Calculations related to imbalance costs for hydropower

resemble those used for wind power, especially when it is relates to
run-of river hydro. For reservoir hydro there are some clear dis-
tinctions. The first relates to the possibility of storing water, intro-
ducing regulating capacity but also an additional complexity
related to valuation of the stored energy, e.g. using the water value
method [27,28].

When bidding hydro production into a market, which could be
either a day-ahead or intraday market, an established economic
principle is to bid themarginal cost of the production. Marginal cost
for a hydropower plant can be calculated by short-term optimisa-
tion models using successive linear optimisation (LP) such as in the



Fig. 1. Wind production(dashed blue line) versus volume bid to the spot market (blue line). Spot-, bid- and ask prices (green lines) and difference between sold- and actual
production (blue bar).
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commercial software SHOP [29,30]. The marginal cost is then rep-
resented by the opportunity cost extracted from the LP-problem.
Marginal cost can also be calculated from use of heuristics as pre-
sented in Ref. [31]. Hydropower plants will in most cases have the
possibility to regulate discharge through the power plant, and there
could be significant variation in efficiency and marginal costs
associated with different levels of operation.

For hydrological systems where there are common shared
physical constraints between power plants, the value of coordina-
tion seems obvious. The simplest case is when an upstream plant
produces, and water is lead directly to a downstream plant without
reservoir capacity. The downstream plant can then either produce,
or let the water by-pass without any income. The example illus-
trated in Fig. 2 is such a system, but in this case with some limited
capacity in the downstream reservoir. This cascade will represent
the system used further in the analysis for evaluating the benefits of
coordination.
Fig. 2. Simple system with two linked power plants. The two illustrated plants can
have different marginal cost of production, but how much they influence each other
depend on all the factors illustrated in the figure, as well as the discharge capacity for
each plant.
2.2.4. Dynamics for marginal cost (MC) in hydro-based power
systems

MC only valid for production changes within the same “segment”.
In Fig. 3 different representations of plant efficiency are illustrated.
The green line illustrates a plant with constant efficiency. In this
case, the marginal cost will also be constant for all levels of pro-
duction. The blue line is illustrating a piece-wise linear efficiency
curve. In this case therewill be oneMC valid for production changes
within the discharge segment from 20 to 25 m/s and another MC
from 25 to 30 m/s and so on. Marginal cost for the piecewise linear
curve can be calculated according to Ref. [32]. Finally, the red dotted
line illustrates a continuous shift in efficiency. This is in most cases
the most correct representation of efficiency variation in a hydro-
power plant. This means that there is an individual marginal cost
associated with every point of operation on the production curve.
Prices to intraday market must be provided as price-volume bids,
and to the extreme, every production change has a different price.

Fig. 4 illustrates how a hydropower producer provides bids to
the intradaymarket. We use the average price for the 4 segments in
Fig. 1 as water value for the hydropower plant which in this case is
20 EUR/MWh. The production bid to the day-ahead market is
indicated by the grey dots in Fig. 4. With this production as basis for
678
providing bids to the intraday market, the power producer would
be willing to increase production by 16 MWh in hour 1 at a price of
24.2 EUR/MWh. The producer would also be willing to reduce
production in this segment. Initially 17 MWh at 21.5 EUR/MWh,
further 20MWh at 18.3 EUR/MWh, and finally to reduce production



Fig. 3. Dynamic marginal cost for a plant with capacity of 140 MW and 42 m3/s plotted in the working range from 68 to 140 MW. The light blue curve illustrates the relationship
between plant production and discharge, often referred to as the PQ-curve. The other curves show ways to represent the plant efficiency. Marginal cost for the piece-wise linear
representation of the efficiency is also shown with numbers.

Fig. 4. MC breakdown representing how a hydropower producer is providing volumes to the intraday market. The prices illustrated in Fig. 1 are used as input to a river system
illustrated in Fig. 2. The plant efficiency is represented by the piece-wise linear curve illustrated in blue in Fig. 3. Green colours indicate bid volumes and prices, while red indicate
ask volumes and prices.
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by 19 MWh to minimum production of 68 MW at a price of 17.1
EUR/MWh.With a piece-wise linear representation of the marginal
cost, it makes sense to bid the full segment volume to the market.
With a continuous representation of the marginal cost, any point of
operation could be selected with a corresponding price.

Constrained systems might generate “extreme dynamics”. In
cascade hydro systems, where production units are placed between
large and small reservoirs, one can observe large variations in
marginal costs for situations where there is either too much or too
little water in the system. If for instance a small reservoir down-
stream in the cascade suddenly receives more inflow and risks
flooding, the marginal cost for the downstream plant might change
rapidly from a marginal cost represented by the water value in the
679
upstream plant to zero. Similarly, the upstream plant will receive a
clear signal to reduce production to avoid flood downstream,
dramatically increasing this water-value.

Fig. 5 illustrates an example where inflow to the a downstream
plant is delivered above the predictions that formed the basis for
the planned production. The upstream plant must either decrease
production, or the downstream plant must increase production to
avoid flooding. The production and marginal cost in this case are
based on the same assumptions as shown in Fig. 4. We assume that
the efficiency curves and water values are the same for the up-
stream and downstream plant. We further consider a case where
additional inflow is delivered in hour 1 and would lead to flood if
production remains unchanged. In this case themarginal cost of the



Fig. 5. “Extreme” dynamics for MC the cascade river system illustrated in Fig. 2 when
exposed to high inflow and risk of flooding.
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downstream plant falls from 21.5 EUR/MWh to zero. This makes
sense since the alternative to increasing production is to flood the
water. For the upstream plant, the opposite can be observed. The
marginal cost jumps from 21.5 EUR/MWh to almost 90 EUR/MWh.
The reason for this dramatic increase is that reducing production in
this plant, “saves”water for production to a later stage where it can
be utilized in both plants. Since the head associated with the up-
stream plant in this example is much lower than for the down-
stream plant, this effect is reinforced.

An interesting observation for the example illustrated above is
that there are clearly complementary imbalances that can be
resolved by internal balancing by moving production intraday for
hour 1 from the upstream plant to the downstream plant. In section
3.1 the mathematical formulation associated with moving from a
plant-based to a portfolio-based load requirement is given. When
applying the portfolio load requirement in eq. (17), the new mar-
ginal (opportunity) cost can be found. The blue dotted line in Fig. 5
illustrates how this can reduce the volatility in MC if the marginal
costs are calculated on portfolio level rather than plant level.
2.2.5. Pricing of wind imbalances
For a wind producer, the option of pricing according to marginal

cost is less obvious. With the very low marginal cost for wind
production resulting in wind farms mostly producing at maximum
available capacity, it has been shown in Ref. [33] that it is more
relevant to apply opportunity cost based on the potential real-time
market revenues, or rather the lost opportunity of obtaining these
revenues if the capacity is sold or committed to the forwardmarket.

Even though it exists a wide range of alternatives and strategies
related to bidding wind production to the day-ahead market
[34,35], production is often provided as a price independent bid to
the market based on the expected wind forecast. There are national
differences on how strict rules are enforced by TSO’s related to
planning production in balance already at the time when bids are
placed, but in several markets these requirements will limit the
flexibility operators have to deviate from the expected forecast
when bidding to the day-ahead market [36].

Various approaches have until now been applied to manage the
imbalances that occur during intraday operations. These vary from
doing nothing, sit back and enjoy life while simply being settled
against the balance prices, to more active approaches where the
intradaymarket is used to resolve imbalances. A solution applied by
some actors is only to send updated production plans to the TSO
based on the expected imbalance production. Within the existing
680
Nordic settlement systems, this would result in limited imbalance
costs and potentially imbalance incomes since imbalances
contributing in the direction of the system needs will be compen-
sated with profit margins compared to spot [37]. This settlement
system is currently under review, and it is expected that there no
longer will be potential gains for any plant with deviations from
plan during the hour of operation [38,39]. The requirements related
to planning production in balance is also receiving increased
attention, and new regulations and incentives will increasingly
drive the producers mad.

However, when imbalance in a wind portfolio occurs, what is
the price you should sell or buy the expected imbalance for? The
typical approach is to price the imbalance more in accordance with
the price observed or expected in the intraday or balancing mar-
kets, much in line with the opportunity cost pricing described in
Ref. [33]. Trading algorithms are increasingly being applied to
manage bidding which in these cases to a larger extent resembles
strategic bidding than bidding according to the marginal cost. In
Refs. [40,41] optimal bidding strategies for wind power producers
in pay-as-bid electricity market are proposed. Common for the two
methods is the use of prediction models for both short-term wind
power production and intraday prices. Optimisation could result in
a strategy where bidding takes into account the uncertainty of the
wind power predictions, which will lead to an arbitrage between
expected intraday prices and expected imbalance costs.

2.2.6. Picking or placing bids in the intraday market
There are two main distinctions when interacting with the

intraday market. An actor could either have an infrequent assess-
ment of the market and select/match bids that are already issued.
This is typically in the case if an actor is in need of resolving an
expected imbalance. We can define this as a reactive approach to
intradaymarket participation. Another approach is to actively place
bids in the market. This could for instance be done by placing bids
that represent available capacity in the portfolio. This approach
requires a more continuous follow-up and is especially important
for hydropower producers. If a bid published in the market is
matched, the producer must change the production plans and up-
date system information sent to the TSO. Finally, there might be a
need to re-calculate marginal cost for the remaining portfolio.

2.2.7. Time for placement of bids, “first mover” advantage, and gate
closure of markets

Time for placement of bids. The issue related to time for place-
ment of bids can best be described by a simple example. Imagine a
company operating two wind power plants (W1 and W2). W1 re-
ceives an updated forecast with more wind than expected and
needs to increase production for the next hour by 15 MWh. Let us
further assume that bids to the intraday market are provided by an
external hydropower producer with marginal cost indicated in
Fig. 4. A typical presentation of the bid-ask spreads on an intraday
platform is illustrated in Fig. 6.

W1 places a sales bid for the next hour at a price lower than the
current bid price and will immediately be met by a buy side who
will purchase at 21.5 EUR/MWh. Some minutes later, we receive
information that there will be too little wind to plant W2, and
production will have to be reduced by 15 MW. We can buy this
production from the market at the published asked price at EUR
24.2, or place a buy bid just slightly above the ask price which
would give the same result. Instead of just switching these obli-
gations internally between W1 and W2, we have lost the spread
multiplied with the volume which in this case is 40.5 EUR.

If the bids had been placed at the exact same time, this would
have placedW1 andW2 as the best seller and buyer in the intraday
market and the volumes would have been traded between the two



Fig. 6. Bid-ask curves. Bid(buyers) side illustrated in green,Ask(sellers) side in red. The bid-ask spread is the gap between the bid and ask side.
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plants. This would however require strict coordination on when
bids are placed in the market.

“First mover” advantage. Let us assume in this case that W1 and
W2 are owned and operated separately, and that both wind oper-
ators receive an updated wind forecast at the same time showing
that both producers will have imbalances of 15 MWh higher pro-
duction for the investigated hour the next day. In this case, the first
come, first served principle applies in the intraday market, and the
first mover is able to clear the imbalance at the lowest cost, rep-
resented by the lower green box in Fig. 6. Assuming W1 responds
first, this plant can sell the excess power at 21.5 EUR/MWh, while
W2 must clear the imbalance at the middle green box at 18.3 EUR/
MWh. The result using eq. (3) is that W2 ends up with higher
imbalance cost that W1. If W2 had been owned and/or operated by
the hydro-power producer providing the bids in this example, this
could ensure that the first mover advantage is secured internally,
and that the externally operated plant would have to clear the
imbalance at the unfavorable price.

Gate closure of markets. Another important aspect related to
placement of bids are closing times for the markets. Various gate
closure times for the intraday market are being applied throughout
different national markets, typically ranging from 30 to 60 min
before the beginning of physical delivery. If information about
potential imbalances for the next hour is received later than this, it
is not possible to manage this imbalance in the intraday market.
The alternative to internal balancing is to enter into the hour with
expected imbalances which then will be cleared towards the
balancing market.
2.2.8. Trading and imbalance fees
Fees for participation in intraday are typically in the range

0.1e0.2 EUR/MWh. (EURONEXT [42]). In addition, producers might
pay fees to suppliers of trading software based on traded volumes
in the market. If margins obtained in the markets are put under
pressure, the fees associated with trading in the intraday market
might be more significant, encouraging increased use of internal
balancing. Power producers also have agreements with TSO’s or
companies providing settlement services. These might charge fees
in connection with imbalances which typically can be in the range
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0.15e0.5 EUR/MWh (eSett [43]). This is favouring a strategy where
imbalances are solved prior to the hour of operation if costs asso-
ciated with clearing the imbalance in the intraday or balancing
market otherwise are equal.

2.2.9. Autonomous trading systems
Increasing digitalization and integration towards market plat-

forms might enable producers and consumers to reflect their true
MC in their bids and submit these in real time to the market in a
larger extent than today. Arguments for internal balancing based on
in-house knowledge about physical status will be less prominent,
and producers might experience that the benefits of internal
balancing might be obtained anyhow since their own information
is mirrored in the marketplace.

On the other hand, with an increasing implementation of
autonomous trading systems, we will most likely observe an in-
crease in the application of trading robots, algorithms and strategic
bidding in the market. This could support the use of internal
balancing where the real time true marginal cost in the hydro
portfolio can be used for internal balancing without exposure to a
more unclear market representation.

Finally, the use of autonomous trading systems will require
extensive monitoring and quality assurance of input- and output
data. The market actor will still be responsible for all interaction
with the market, and ensuring that all rules and regulations are
followed. The power sector being defined as critical related to se-
curity of supply and national security issues, also have limitations
related to how tightly integrated market and supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems can be.

3. Proposed solution

The previous section has illustrated that relying solely on a
strategy where external markets are used to manage imbalances
within a power portfolio could lead to sub-optimal solutions for a
power producer. The price signals to and from the market might
simply not sufficiently represent the marginal cost that would give
the most profitable outcome for the producer. A better solution
might be a strategy where the true marginal cost generated by
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internal models are applied and complimented with opportunities
that exists in an external market.

With this in mind, it is interesting to look further into methods
for internal balancing. The process for evaluating the value of in-
ternal balancing opposed to individual balancing of each energy
resource is illustrated in Fig. 7.

3.1. Mathematical formulation

The processes in Fig. 7 start with tasks that are performed in
connection with day-ahead bidding. Assuming that the wind pro-
ducer is risk neutral, the producer would bid the expected pro-
duction to the day-ahead market. The optimisation problem for a
reservoir hydropower producer in a system with predicted market
prices can be expressed by the objective function and constraints in
eqs. (5)e(14). The problem is a mixed integer problem and the
solution can be found by using Pyomo/Cplex [44,45].

Max:
X
i

X
t

�
gi;t*lt

�
þ
X
m

Rm*WVm (5)

s.t.

Pmini � gi;t � Pmaxi ci; t (6)

Rminm �Rm;t � Rmaxm cm; t (7)

Rm;t ¼Rinitm � gi;t þ infm;t � flm;t cm; i ¼ 1; t ¼ 1 (8)

Rm;t ¼Rinitm þ gi�1;t � gi;t þ infm;t � flm;t cm; i>1; t ¼ 1 (9)

Rm;t ¼Rm;t�1 � gi;t þ infm;t � flm;t cm; i ¼ 1; t >1 (10)

Rm;t ¼Rm;t�1 þ gi�1;t � gi;t þ inm;t � flm;t cm; i>1; t >1

(11)

qSEG;i;n;t < ¼ Zi;n ci; t;n< ¼ 1 (12)
Fig. 7. A step-wise process and model to evaluate performance of i
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qSEG;i;n;t < ¼ Zi;n*mi;n�1;t ci; t;n>1 (13)

qSEG;i;n;t > ¼ Zi;n*mi;n;t ci; t;n (14)

The objective function in eq. (5) optimizes the profits related to
selling power to the day-ahead market given by the hourly pre-
dicted prices lt . Here, gi;t is generation from unit i in time-step t, Rm
is the end reservoir level for reservoir m, and WVm is the water
value for reservoir m.

m is a binary variable used to control use of water from the
different segments. One cannot use water from a higher segment
before the lower segment is at maximum utilisation. Eq. (13) en-
sures that segment n� 1 is “activated” before segment n, while eq.
(14) ensures that all previous segments are maximized before
segment n is used. Zi;n is the “capacity” of the segment n for plant i
in m3/s.

The optimisation conducted in process step 2a using eqs.
(5)e(14) will result in a spot commitment for the hydropower. The
next steps are steps associated with the intraday optimisation (step
2c) where trading of imbalances in an intradaymarket are included
in the model formulation.

Max:
X
i

X
t

�
Li;t*lt � gBUY ;i;t*PASK;t þ gSELL;i;t*PBID;t

�

þ
X
m

Rm*WVm (15)

gi;t ¼ Li;t � gBUY ;i;t þ gSELL;i;t (16)

PBID;t and PASK;t are intraday bid and ask prices in time-step t. gBUY ;i;t
and gSELL;i;t are the optimal volumes to be bought and sold in the
intradaymarket for unit i, in time-step t. Li;t is the load requirement
unit i in time-step t.

For the final step in the process (step 3) we modify the load
commitment to represent a common portfolio commitment. The
generator production for wind is also added as a source of supply
(gwind).
nternal imbalance handling compared to individual balancing.
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gi;t ¼ Lt �
X
i

gBUY ;i;t þ
X
i

gSELL;i;t (17)

The constraints in eq. (16) and eq. (17) might seem similar, but
there is a fundamental difference in the requirement that poten-
tially will have a large impact on the objective function and mar-
ginal cost. Constraint eq. (16) is a plant schedule constraint, and
requires that each plant has to meet the specific load requirement
that was allocated to this plant during the optimisation towards
market prices. Constraint eq. (17), only requires that the load
requirement is met in total, but that this can be met by the com-
bined production from all plants.

4. Case study

Analysis of one day operation of hydro and wind power with
exogenous market description. To investigate the effect of internal
balancing for a portfolio consisting of both wind and hydropower, a
realistic case has been investigated by applying the process
described in Fig. 7.

The objective behind applying this case study is primarily to
illustrate the concept and interactions in a portfolio with wind and
water assets, and not to quantify the long-term effects of coordi-
nation. One day is therefore selected to illustrate the concept, a day
where there are imbalances both in the wind and hydropower
plant.

Both plants have bid their production to the Nordpool day-
ahead (DA) market. The wind plant has sent bids based on the
forecast (expected) wind prognosis that is available before the
bidding deadline (12-noon), this is often based on the EC00 [46]
prognosis which typically is available at 8 a.m. The hydropower has
sent bids based on an optimisation with predicted prices and
inflow.

To replicate the bidding process for the hydropower unit, a
simple optimisation model has been established based on the
equations described in section 3. Given the expected inflow and
prices for the next day, the model seems to fit production for the
next day well as seen in Fig. 8. The deviation is primarily due to the
higher resolution in the description of the efficiency curve in real
Fig. 8. Modelling of next day’s hydropower production (Step 2a). “Bid” is the actual producti
simplified optimisation model with expected inflow and prices for the next day.
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life operations. This will generate a “smoother” production curve
for the operational model.

Both plants will after the DA market clearing receive a produc-
tion commitment for the next day. The EC12 [46] model results are
also available on a daily basis at approx. 8 p.m. For this example we
assume that the updated results that are available just before
entering into the day of operation, represent the realised inflowand
wind for the next day. No additional uncertainty is considered.

Based on the updated forecast we find that the expected im-
balances are as illustrated in Fig. 9. The imbalance for wind is
simply the difference between the forecast provided at 8 a.m. and 8
p.m., while the imbalance for hydro is based on a recalculated plan
based on a new inflow forecast.

Imbalance for unregulated hydropower resembles wind power
to a large extent, while imbalance for well regulated hydropower is
seldom an issue due to the possibility to adjust for deviations be-
tween planned and realised inflow by using the reservoir capacity.
However, there exists quite a lot of smaller hydropower reservoirs
with downstream plants where there are some flexibility in short-
term planning, but where changes in inflow might require adjust-
ments to the existing plan to avoid flooding or running out of water.

The plant and reservoir considered in this case study is such a
plant. If no additional market information is provided to the opti-
misation model, the recalculated plan based on a new inflow
forecast for such a reservoir will attempt to maximize the profits
based spot prices for the next day and the updated inflow forecast.
Fig. 10 illustrates how the historic production turned out to be for
the investigated plant, compared to results from the simplified
optimisation model. While the historic production follows the
original plan until the plant at a certain stage has to reduce pro-
duction due to lack of water, the optimisation based on an updated
forecast seem to more actively exploit the price differences to
reduce production in periods with lower prices. The total produc-
tion over the 24 h is equal. The first approach to evaluate the benefit
of coordination is to merge the commitments for the hydro and
wind producer. Further, the total cost for the common realised
production cleared against intraday prices is compared to a sce-
nario where the imbalances are cleared individually for wind and
hydro.
on sold to the power exchange (real-life data). “Model” is the approximation made by a



Fig. 9. Imbalances for wind- and hydropower as result of updated forecast. Sum imbalance is the net hourly imbalance for a portfolio before re-optimisation towards an intraday
market.

Fig. 10. Modelling of next day’s hydropower production with updated inflow forecast (step 2b). Due to a forecast with less inflow, there is a considerable reduction in production in
hour 3 and 4 compared to the optimisation conducted in step 2a.
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Imbalance cost is calculated according to eq. (3) were the hourly
imbalance cost is summed to give a total imbalance cost for one day.
This approach to internal balancing is defined as reactive since we
are not conducting any re-optimisation for the common load, but
only exploiting the value of any complimentary imbalances. Results
from such a reactive approach to coordination is illustrated
together with other approaches in Table 1.

Introducing a market. To be able to calculate imbalance cost, a
market description for intraday trading is required. The historical
bid-ask prices related to the intraday market are not easily acces-
sible. These are dynamic prices that change continuously, and
illustrating a “snap-shot” of the market for instance just before
entering into a new day requires access to order books containing
large amounts of information. Order books can typically be
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provided by the market operators at some fee. High-, low, and last
prices are more accessible, but these tend to deviate considerably
from observations made in the market several hours ahead of the
closing time for each delivery hour. To represent the market con-
ditions in our case study, a synthetic market description has been
generated. We assume the bid-ask spreads are given by a fixed
margin of þ -15% of the spot price. It is also expected that bid-ask
prices are effected by the “system” imbalances that are expected
the next day. We therefore add a correction factor ofþ - 1% for each
MW of imbalance. This “system”-imbalance is purely calculated as
the hourly delta of inflow andwind inMWh between the ECOO and
EC12 prognosis. These figures are not calibrated towards market
observations, and the sensitivity factor of bid-ask prices would be
very different in a market with a considerably higher volume. It still



Table 1
Results from approaches with individual-versus internal balancing. Scenario 2 represents the base case.

Scenario Scenario imbalance cost Average IBC and IBC as Savings compared

nr. name (IBC) percent of total income to base-case
1 Individual balancing, no optimisation 500 EUR 0.13 EUR/MWH, 2.0%
2 Individual balancing, hydro optimized, base-case 390 EUR 0.10 EUR/MWH, 1.5%
3 Common commitment, reactive, hydro optimized 335 EUR 0.09 EUR/MWH, 1.3% 55 EUR
4 Common commitment, proactive, all optimized 220 EUR 0.06 EUR/MWH, 0.9% 170 EUR
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illustrates some of the variations that can be expected in the
intraday market, and may help to illustrate some of the dynamics
that arise when bid-ask spreads change throughout the day. Fig. 11
illustrate the prices used further in the analysis.
4.1. Re-optimisation of hydropower

As soon as a market description for the next day is available, it is
possible to actively re-schedule the next day’s production. In the
Nordic market, the intradaymarket for the next day opens at 2 p.m.
If we assume the bid-ask prices illustrated in Fig. 11 represent the
market at the point of time when an updated wind and inflow
forecast is present, the actors can attempt to close their imbalances
based on the prevailing prices.

The wind operator has no possibility to move production from
hour to hour, and will have to close the forecasted gaps. The hy-
dropower producer has some reservoir capacity and can move
production in a way where imbalances are moved away from the
hours with high expected imbalance cost, to hours where it is
possible to buy cheap and sell at a higher price. According to step 2c
in Fig. 7, the new imbalance cost for hydropower is calculated. This
is then defined as our base case. The reason for using the new
optimisation as the base case for evaluation of the value for internal
balancing, is because we wish to evaluate the value of wind-hydro
coordination, and not the value of improved optimisation of the
hydro-power plant alone.

The optimized uncoordinated benchmark is the sum of this re-
optimized imbalance and wind imbalance as shown in Table 1.
The price input in this model is a synthetic and simplified repre-
sentation of the intraday market. In real life, the bid and ask prices
Fig. 11. Synthetic intraday prices for Oct 7. 2020, with the realised NO2 spot price for the sam
correction factor of þ - 1% for each MW of imbalance between E00 and E12 prognosis illu
confused with the imbalance in Fig. 9 which is the “producer”-imbalance after re-optimisa
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are linked to volumes. Gradually increasing supply/demand in the
market is normally associated with gradually lower/higher prices.
One should therefore expect that if the hydropower producer at-
tempts to move production from high-imbalance-cost hours to
hours with more favorable prices, the prices would actually
respond in a way limiting the value of changing production. This
secondary effect is not considered in the presented case study.

The final step (step 3 in Fig. 7) is to add thewind production, and
optimize towards the common commitment using the load
constraint given by eq. (17). The results are shown in Table 1, and
illustrates that the value of internal balancing for this day is 170
EUR, given by the reduced imbalance cost for the coordinated
scenario compared to the uncoordinated alternative. Comparing
scenario 3 with scenario 4 in Table 1, the additional value of pro-
active balancing compared with a reactive approach can be found
to be 115 EUR.While the reactive approach is able to create value by
exploiting the complementary imbalance in the wind and hydro
production, the active re-optimisation creates additional value by
using the flexibility in the hydropower reservoir. Fig. 12 illustrates
how hydro production is decreased in periods where wind com-
pliments the hydro imbalance, and that the production can increase
in hour 6 where there is a considerable imbalance cost for the
hydropower plant. The imbalance cost in hours 4e6 follows from
the re-optimisation in the intraday market (step 2c), and these
hours are chosen by the model due to the relatively low system-
imbalance and favorable ask prices in this period.
5. Conclusion

In this article we have shown how the imbalance cost for a
e day. Bid-ask prices are calculated with fixed margin of þ -15% of the spot price and a
strated by the bars in the chart. The “system”-imbalance in this graph should not be
tion of the hydro-power production.



Fig. 12. Changes in hydropower production as a result of internal balancing. Green illustrates where the hydropower plant increases production compared to base-case, while red
illustrates reduced production. The total production is equal and limited by the availability of water in the downstream reservoir.
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power producer with both wind and hydropower assets can be
reduced by internal balancing in combination with sales and pur-
chases in a pay-as-bid intraday market. Knowledge about the
marginal cost pricing method for hydropower production is
important to understand and to optimize the interactions in the
balancing process. The potential rapid changes inmarginal cost that
can be observed for hydropower, and the need to select volume-
and price pairs when bidding to a pay-as-bidmarket, might in some
cases favour internal balancing rather than clearing imbalances in
the market. For a realistic case study from the Norwegian power
market, we have demonstrated how a step-wise process can be
applied to quantify the value of internal balancing, opposed to an
uncoordinated approach from the hydro- and wind production. We
have not attempted to answer if the same results could have been
obtained if the hydropower producer had issued the available
balancing power to the intraday market. There are many aspects in
the process that could resolve the need for balancing in the system,
which however ends up as sub-optimal for the producers managing
several assets. Quantifying the long-term effects by simulating over
a longer time horizon with historic intraday prices could be a topic
for further research.

An important question is what happens if an increasing amount
of participants choose to conduct a large share of balancing inter-
nally rather than using the market as the primary source for
clearing of imbalances. Who will then provide capacity to the
intraday market? If liquidity in this market increases which further
could lead to decreases in bid-ask spreads, the incentive for internal
balancing will be reduced. Power producers should therefore have
an incentive to increase liquidity in this market, and internal
balancing should therefore be limited to cases where interactions
with the market are challenging due to time restrictions or dy-
namics in the system where it is difficult to publish and follow-up
true marginal cost in the market.
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